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Product Line

YX-YFJ-1092/1575 Color Printing and Rewinding Machine

Brief Introduction of Equipment: 

As per request, printing ink with one color or several colors by offset plate can be printed on.jumbo roll.1.
This is the axial machine for Rewinding & Perforating Toilet Paper Machine and Diamonds of Washcloth 
Machine.

2.

It suits for printing the flower or trademark pattern on face tissue, napkin paper and toilet paper. 3.

Structure & Character: 

Unwinding, printing and rewinding can be conducted synchronously to enable increase and lower speed 
instantly with high-speed production.

1.

Unwinding and rewinding can be equipped with step-less speed-regulator to guarantee tension of paper 
stable, trim during rewinding.

2.

Printing unit is equipped with relative position adjustment unit to conduct chromatography without stopping 
machine.

3.

The machine is perfect in designing, brief in adjustment operation and trim in printing and rewinding under 
high-speed production. 

4.

Main Technical Parameter: 

Jumbo Roll Width: 1200 ~ 1800mm(as per request)1.
Jumbo Roll Layers: 1 ~ 3 layers2.
Jumbo Roll Thickness 13 ~ 60g/m2(toliet paper or air-laid paper)3.
Production Speed: 10 ~ 120m/min4.
Machine Power: 4. 5Kw (380V 50Hz) 5.
Overall Size of Equipment: L × W ×Hm 1575 type(two colors) 5.8 × 2.3 × l.5 
1092 type(two co/ors) 5.8 × 1.7 × 1.5

6.

Weight of Equipment.' about 2t7.
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Add:B Unit, 16Floor, Jinyuan Bldg,Hubin South No.57,Xiamen 361004 ,China

                 Tel : (86)592 2207316 Fax: (86)592 2226816(manual)

Email:diapers@manufacturer.sina.net     yuxiang@manufacturer.sina.net
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